Spring 2021 update.
Scott Medhurst
President & CEO
Toromont Industries Ltd.

From the very start of the pandemic, our goals were to be there when our customers needed us and to
protect our co-workers. At times, the past year has felt like five years, and at other moments, time was a
blur. There were decisions made in the early days that needed to be changed, and we wrestled with how
much communication to send out. But we never wavered from collaboratively enacting change, showing
resolve, and being perseverant. I’m proud of how quickly Toromont elevated COVID-19 safety protocols
in recognition of our ‘safety first’ approach.
You not only had to worry about your own physical health and safety, but also be concerned for your
loved ones. With jobs being lost in the local communities, with schools closing, and for some, with the
loss of life of a loved one, the last year brought many stresses to the surface. We acknowledge the
profound impact of this pandemic and commend you for being your very best to ensure continuity of
quality service to the businesses we serve. It is an honor to work beside our 6,000+ team members.
As vaccinations increase, our hopes for normalcy return. There is still a large number of people working
from home (WFH). We have not yet set a return-to-office date, but continue to monitor the current
COVID-19 spread of variants and advisories from various levels of government. The future framework of
the office and WFH structure is being worked on, along with a re-entry plan which embodies ‘safety first’
disciplines.
During the past year, the team remained committed to our core measure of safety performance: the Total
Recordable Injury Frequency Rate. Continued focus on hazard identification (which has increased tenfold over the past five years) has led to ongoing improvement. Over 50% of the Toromont locations
achieved a TRIR of zero in 2020. Well done!

Now, on to the present and future. Earlier, I mentioned that, in some cases, time has seemed to move
rapidly for me. It’s hard to believe that we are nearing the half-way point of the 22+U journey! What stands
out for me is TEAMWORK. Our people are together, demonstrating collaboration and synergy at its finest!
On a positive front, Toromont is hiring again, as customer demand signals improve. The company is in a
relatively good position to capitalize on short and long-term opportunities while still being sensitive to
current risks and uncertainties. Much more work remains as we unlock the full value of our larger scale
enterprise.
Toromont Cat is moving quickly to transition the enterprise structural changes with Miles Gregg, as
President of Eastern Canada Construction Division, William Harvey, President of Eastern Canada Mining
Division, and the expansion of Joel Couture’s responsibilities as Vice President of Product Support,
Eastern Canada, to include Toromont Cat’s Heavy Rental and Used Equipment groups across the
Toromont Cat enterprise.
We lost a lot over this year past. However, the fact that we have been deemed an essential service
business has allowed us to gain as well. You have found new ways to connect with customers and have
worked with intensity to make a difference for customers, suppliers, and shareholders as we build on
Toromont’s strong foundation.
Thank you for your ongoing commitment, and please be safe.

WORK SMART. WORK SAFE.

WE NEED YOU!
REFER A
TECHNICIAN,
AND GET PAID!
By Rick Santos

Recruiting Manager / Concord, Head Office
At Toromont Cat, we understand that our strength is our people – we are continually looking to identify, attract, and retain
the best Technicians into our Toromont family.

To support our Technician talent pipeline, we are doubling the Technician Referral Award to
$4,000 until June 30, 2020!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW:

HOW IT WORKS:

Payment details: $1,000 will be paid immediately
upon the successful hire of a licensed technician. An
additional $3,000 will be paid upon the successful
completion of the new hire’s probationary period, for
a total of $4,000 (gross).

If your referral is hired, you will be advised if they
qualify for this program. If they are eligible, then your
first $1000 (gross) reward will be processed
immediately for payment upon hire of the new
employee. An additional $3,000 (gross) reward will
be processed after the new employee completes
their probationary period.

This program is designed to reward employees who
refer a candidate who is hired into a licensed
technician position at Toromont Cat. Hiring the best
people in the business has always been our goal, and
Toromont employees are the best resource to get the
word out about the benefits of working in our
organization.

HOW TO DO IT:

ELIGIBILITY AND LIMITATIONS:
Executives, managers, supervisors, and members of
the Human Resources Department are not eligible to
receive rewards for referrals.
Referrals must be submitted prior to the interview
process. Referrals received after a candidate has
been hired may not be eligible for this reward.

If you know someone you would like to refer to
Toromont Cat:
1. Review the Employee Referral Program Guidelines;
2. Provide your referral with your name and direct
them to apply online at
www.toromontcat.com/about/toromont-careers
OR ;
3. Do you have their resume? Submit a referral now
at reference@toromont.com.

Employees of Toromont customers may not be
approached or considered as candidates for this
program. This limitation will also apply to employees
in other Toromont Divisions.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Any licensed tradesperson hired for a technician
position (excludes apprentices and assistant
technicians) will be recognized under our Employee
Referral Program Guidelines.

RETURN TO HOME PAGE

Keeping the largest city in Canada clean and
green!
Hariprasad Manavalan
Major Accounts Manager – Government Sector
Toromont Material Handling, Concord

City staff using Madvac litter vacuum machine supplied by Toromont

A year ago, Toromont was approached by the largest city in Canada to look into potentially bidding for
floor cleaning and litter vacuum machines project (26 machines). The city was looking for a reliable
partner, as their current supplier was no longer in a position to offer the equipment. It was a tough
challenge, but through some deep-dive research, Toromont Material Handling government contracts
team came up with a Canadian built Madvac product manufactured in Quebec and which has been having
great success in the Quebec market as well in the US. Together with Madvac, we worked closely with
the City’s fleet management team and adapted the existing model to meet and surpass the City’s
expectations. As a part of this contract, we also supplied Nilfisk floor sweeper scrubbers to the largest
entertainment and business events venue.
Litter is a major problem for cities because of its harmful effects on the environment and animals. It costs
the large city over $27 million a year to collect and clean up. Our customer in particular has 60 manual

cleaning routes and 54 mechanical litter collection routes. Mechanical litter collection is carried out via
mechanical "litter vacuum machines" on city-owned sidewalks and laneways in the downtown core and
the outer areas. The timely supply of litter vacuum machines from Toromont is helping the City to update
its ageing fleet and plan for future upgrades in these unprecedented times.
Willie Grubesic, Major Accounts Director, stated that Madvac collaborated with Toromont for this project
starting with a demo that met with 100% acceptance throughout the City of Toronto’s team involved in
the project. This led to a sizeable order of 24 units with significant other potentials with the City and
connecting municipalities. This has also generated visibility for alternative clients, i.e. Property
management organizations. This is a job well done by the team!
Louis Martin Durand, Vice President- Exprolink, and George Bally, Sales and Marketing ManagerExprolink say that the partnership with Toromont is crucial to Exprolink’s success in Ontario, and other
parts of Canada. This success with the largest city would not have happened without the relentless efforts
and support from Hariprasad Manavalan and his dedicated team at Toromont. They acknowledge that
this is only the beginning and expect lots more in the years to come. Clients such as the big cities will
soon have the possibility of purchasing Madvac’s new line of all-electric vehicles later in 2021.
Madvac units uses Kubota diesel Tier 4 engine and has a vacuum rating of 2900 CFM. This machine has
R.O.P.S structure and a complete road lighting and signaling package. Its unique flow through design
helps in compacting waste in 2:1 ratio thus enabling 6 times faster litter collection than manual operations.
With a wide customer base in ON and QU, TMH is gearing up the service training and support systems
to provide an excellent customer experience with this new product.

Team Toromont: Willie Grubesic, Hariprasad Manavalan, Jennifer Forsyth, and Athmanathan
Sundararaman.

Mindfulness – How Do I practice It?
Christine Hackett-Czar
Heath & Wellness Specialist
Concord, ON

It’s a busy world. You fold the laundry while keeping one eye on the kids and another on the television.
You plan your day while listening to the radio and commuting to work, and then plan your weekend. But
in the rush to accomplish all these tasks, you may find yourself losing your connection with the present
moment—missing out on what you’re doing and how you’re feeling. Did you notice whether you felt
well-rested this morning or that flowers are in bloom along your route to work?
Mindfulness is a type of meditation in which you focus on being intensely aware of what you're sensing
and feeling in the moment, without interpretation or judgment. Practicing mindfulness involves breathing
methods, guided imagery, and other practices to relax the body and mind and help reduce stress.
What are the benefits of mindfulness?
 Reduces stress.
 Reduces anxiety.
 Lowers pain.
 Helps with depression.
 Helps you sleep better.
 Reduces high blood pressure (hypertension).
Mindfulness has also been shown to:
 Improve attention.
 Decrease job burnout.



Improve diabetes control.

Mindfulness can be done for as little as 10 min or as much as 60 minutes several times a day. Every
time you are feeling like you need a little break. While some say that the best time to do meditation is
before sunrise, most say whenever you can schedule it into your day will be beneficial.
Here are some examples of simple ways to practice mindfulness:
 Pay attention. It's hard to slow down and notice things in a busy world. You must try to experience
your environment with all of your senses. For example, when you eat a favorite food, take the time
to smell, taste and truly enjoy it.
 Live in the moment. Try to intentionally bring an open, accepting attention to everything you do.
Find joy in simple pleasures.
 Accept yourself. Treat yourself the way you would treat a good friend.
 Focus on your breathing. When you have negative thoughts, try to sit down, take a deep breath and
close your eyes. Focus on your breath as it moves in and out of your body. Sitting and breathing for
even just a minute can help.

You can also try more structured mindfulness exercises, such as:
 Body scan meditation. Lie on your back with your legs extended and arms at your sides, palms
facing up. Focus your attention slowly and deliberately on each part of your body, in order, from toe
to head or head to toe. Be aware of any sensations, emotions or thoughts associated with each part
of your body.
 Sitting meditation. Sit comfortably with your back straight, feet flat on the floor and hands in your
lap. Breathing through your nose, focus on your breath moving in and out of your body. If physical
sensations or thoughts interrupt your meditation, note the experience and then return your focus to
your breath.
 Walking meditation. Find a quiet place 10 to 20 feet in length, and begin to walk slowly. Focus on
the experience of walking, being aware of the sensations of standing and the subtle movements
that keep your balance. When you reach the end of your path, turn and continue walking,
maintaining awareness of your sensations.
If you want to try mindfulness meditation, you can download apps such as Happify, Headspace, or
Calm.
Information obtained from the Mayo Clinic.

2021 Virtual Roadshow.
Annabelle Turnblom
Marketing Specialist, Brand image
Toromont Cat, Pointe-Claire

We continue to innovate and create new ways of reaching our clients. To achieve this, we are
employing virtual technology – an extremely useful and versatile tool that allows us to reach a wider
audience. Thanks to these virtual means, we now have the pleasure of inviting you to an event that
would have previously been reserved for our customers. We can’t wait to see your reactions!
Over the past year, we have adapted many aspects related to our work. One of these aspects, within
the marketing department, is the way we communicate with our clients. It is more important than ever to
stay connected to our customers in order to maintain a healthy relationship with them as well as to
strengthen their trust in us, but above all, it allows us to continue to offer a superior customer
experience despite the challenge we have faced for over a year now. In the past, one of our main
methods of participation was the demonstration of machines at major events. Both existing and
potential customers attended these events to see the machines in action, try them out, and ask our
specialists questions. This year, we wanted to continue to present our products and services to our
customers and prospects. As such, we created and planned a virtual event designed to increase our

visibility in an immersive, interactive, memorable, and measurable way. This event will allow us to
promote our products and communicate with our clients across all of our territories.
The English virtual demo will be held on Thursday, April 22, from 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m EST. The
French virtual demo will be held on Tuesday, April 27, from 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m EST. All
construction workers, heavy equipment operators, and fleet owners are invited to this FREE event,
which will teach them all about the new 315C GC, D3, and 420 XE Cat machines. Our product
specialists, Brian Davis and Danny Prenoveau, will present the machines’ features and technologies,
and explain why they stand out from the competition. They will also answer questions.
Participants who attend the virtual demonstration will enjoy the following:








A FREE, 90-minute event that will also be broadcast at a later time!
A travel-free event; the virtual demo will be available directly where our customers are located
and this, throughout the entire Toromont Cat territory!
Event viewing on any device (tablet, cell phone, or computer).
Exclusive offers available during the event.
Q&A session led by Toromont Cat product specialists!
Exclusive access to new machines, technologies, and digital solutions!
And much more!

Don’t miss out on this incredible event!
We can’t wait to see you and your customers on April 22 and 27!
The communication campaign for this event will begin on April 6. We will make sure to share all of the
marketing tools with you ahead of time!
Join us and spread the word! Invite your customers and your contacts who operate in the construction
sector. Your collaboration is valuable and much appreciated.

Celebrating Women at Toromont Cat on
International Women’s Day.
Josée Laperrière
Spécialiste projets marketing
Toromont Cat, Pointe-Claire

In light of International Women’s Day, we want to honour the women working at Toromont Cat. We
proudly count over 508 incredible female employees, including shop technicians, branch managers,
sales specialists,senior leaders and board members. Today, we celebrate them and we highlight all of
the inspiring women who work in the heavy equipment industry, which still remains a largely maledominated industry.
We empower women to reach their full potential, we applaud women for their achievements and
aspirations, and we uplift women’s growth within the organization as they play a pivotal role in
gatekeeping our success. Our motto ‘’Stronger Together’’ has never been so true, as we consistently
maximize the collective capabilities of our employees, partners and business units.
We’re proud to showcase six women at Toromont Cat and their achievements and their aspirations, as
well as the challenges they themselves face, or observe around them in our dynamic industry. These
women are a small representation of the tremendous talent, capability and inspirational leadership that
will enable Toromont’s success going forward.

KELSI PETTYPIECE
Licensed Heavy Equipment Technician
Thunder Bay Rebuild Shop, Toromont Cat

Kelsi Pettypiece always enjoyed hands-on work and had originally started the automotive program in
College. Halfway through her studies, she had the chance to work on heavy equipment and then
realized she had a strong interest in this! Pettypiece changed her program, completed her studies and
joined Toromont in 2014.
Over the years, she volunteered a lot of her time at different organizations and events in her hometown
and witnessed the positive impact of the projects she was involved with in the community. She
thoroughly enjoys learning from, and working collaboratively with other technicians, as well as being
able to see things from a different perspective.

“The biggest challenges are not feeling you live up to others’ expectations, or that
those expectations are higher because you are female. The biggest win is a sense of
accomplishment when you find out you can do something that in your own mind you
believed you couldn’t.’’

CARLA MELO
Sales Operations & Asset Manager
Marketing & Sales Operations department, Toromont Cat

Carla Melo is celebrating her 20th anniversary with Toromont! Before joining the team, she was working
in Toronto where she discovered an appreciation for logistics in the role she held at that time and, by
fluke, a job posting online crossed her screen for the position of backorder expediter at Toromont.
Since the job contained a logistics element, she submitted her application and the rest is history! Based
in Concord, she manages the team responsible for sourcing and delivering machines and attachments

to our customers. In this very dynamic and rapidly changing marketplace, she needs to think creatively,
work as a team to overcome challenges, and provide solutions to help meet the demands of our
customers.
According to Melo, there is often a misconception that to “fit in”, women should tone down their
femininity or ignore the fact that they are female altogether. In fact, adding diversity and different
perspectives are what will keep companies moving forward, evolving, and staying competitive.

“The more I learned, the more I wanted to learn and the more I wanted to take on. I am
most proud of going out of my comfort zone, taking on challenges and moving my way
into more senior positions over the years. In my current position leading a department, I
feel a lot of responsibility for the people on my team and the work that we do. It is a
privilege that I feel a great sense of gratitude for every day… even on the tough days.’’

JODY MAY
Mining Field Service Supervisor
Toromont Cat
Located in Sudbury, Jody May has been with Toromont for almost five years. She grew up surrounded
by boys and men, so it’s not that odd or intimidating for her to be working in our male dominated
environment. The rare time that she is reminded that she’s a woman is when she’s singled out during a
meeting for an apology because someone drops an F-Bomb or says something derogatory. Having
women in the industry forces a new level of professionalism for everyone. ‘’If I can inspire other women
to give it a try, then that’s a huge win!’’
May enjoys being able to influence cohesiveness within her team, branch, and customers. While her
days are ever changing and just never the same, she does have GREAT moments in her every day
routine, whether it be a catch-up call with a field tech, invoicing a big work order, wrapping up a rebuild
where everyone was safe and effective, or even just a good engaging conversation with a customer.

“I am very proud of my perseverance this past year learning to lead a team of field
technicians (all men) during a pandemic. I’m also proud to say that day by day in this
role, I’m earning the respect of my peers, my team and our customers.’’

EMILY GRAHAM
Digital Experience Specialist
Corporate (all divisions) and Digital Experience Team, Toromont Cat
Emily Graham didn’t exactly choose this career, it more or less chose her. She knew she was
interested in heavy equipment, either operating or repairing machinery sounded like a fun thing to do.
Graham went to trade school and had trouble finding anyone to hire her at a shop. At that time, a
teacher suggested trying Toromont out and here she is fourteen years later!

“People never assume you are a subject-matter expert; you need to prove it to them.
For me, being considered an equal among my male counterparts is a huge win.’’

DOMINIQUE LEMAY
Marketing Program Specialist
Corporate Marketing Department, Toromont Cat

Dominique Lemay joined the company in 2004 as a Truck Engine Technician. She chose Toromont
(Hewitt, at the time) because all she wanted was to repair engines and she believed our company to be
the first choice, for everything it represents. In her opinion, the biggest challenges of being a woman
working in a male-dominated industry are to continually have to prove yourself and feel that you have to
double your efforts to gain trust. However, on the other hand, once you gain confidence, when you're
"the girl" among the guys, they pay attention to you.
Professional, detailed-oriented, and motivated, Lemay strives to succeed and is not afraid of
challenges. As an example, she has returned to university at the age of 40 and delivers above-average
results while working full-time!

“What I like the most about my role is to know that my contribution brings money to the
company through the claims I make. A great day includes great interactions with my
colleagues and solutions to support our sales force team.’’

AMANDA PETOSA
IT Helpdesk Supervisor
Toromont Cat
Amanda Petosa is passionate about technology. She’s been with the company for close to seven years now and
wanting to help people and make their lives easier using technology is a true motivation for her. Her team
navigated through many obstacles in the last year but has always come out on top and stronger than ever! They
have accomplished so much with the marrying of two teams into one, all through a pandemic, and while working
from home. Resilience and passion best describe how they tackled the challenges and Petosa is very grateful to
that!

“There is always a stigma that women need to prove themselves when working in a
male-dominated industry; while some might feel this stigma to be true, Toromont and
it’s leadership team have never made it feel that way! We are all given equal
opportunities within the business and are given the platform to succeed in our current
roles and in our future roles.’’

Battlefield – Mural Tribute to Front-Line Workers.
Margie Davis
Eastern Regional Manager
Belleville, Ontario

Artist Christopher Bennett creates the mural.

The Battlefield Belleville team collaborated with artist Christopher Bennett as he created a mural to pay
tribute to the front-line workers at the Hastings & Prince Edward District School Board in Belleville,

Ontario. Battlefield proudly discounted the rental of a SkyJack scissor lift for the duration of the project.
The newspaper article can be found here: https://www.intelligencer.ca/news/local-news/mural-to-thankessential-workers.

It’s the beginning of the era of automation at
Toromont Material Handling.
Material Handling, Concord ON

AGVs in action (photo for illustration purpose only).

Recently, at Toromont Material Handling, we have been focusing on improving our presence in
Automated Guided Vehicles by training the division’s sales and service teams.
One of our sales managers, Jean Pierre Brousseau, mentions that industries throughout the world are
now embracing automation and are drastically changing the way we live and do our business as a
whole. Factors such as labour shortages, rising labor costs, and increasing SKUs are further driving the
need for automation in the manufacturing facilities and distribution centers. Toromont Material Handling
(TMH) is well poised to be a key player in this market segment, representing two of the world’s leading
manufacturers- ROCLA and JUNGHEINRICH.
With these products, our customers get the benefit of greater productivity, flexibility, operational control,
accuracy, and reliability. As we have seen in our recent interactions with our customers, our offerings
include a turnkey project with enterprise resource planning and warehouse management software as
well as software integration.
Western region sales representative, Corey Davis says that “TMH can help customers guide through
the process and determine:
-

Ideal processes for automation.

-

Automation solutions best suited for their needs.
And finally, ROI calculation, which includes semi-automation solutions to full automation.”

Ridha Ferjani, TMH Product Support Manager, identifies the key questions that need to be considered
by the team and includes weight capacity, volume throughput, temperature, number of shifts, space
requirements as well as current warehouse management software. A complete turnkey project proposal
to the customer for improving efficiency, productivity, and lowering overall expenses can be submitted
to the customer.
In Material Handling Division, we are very excited to enter this new market segment to bring new and
innovative solutions to the overall industry.

Battlefield 2-Day Virtual Leadership Summit.
By Margie Davis, David Greenfield, Gary Bidelman
Regional Managers
East, GTA, Central & South Regions

The annual Battlefield Equipment Rentals branch manager meeting grew in 2021, with the addition of
the service managers. Our virtual meeting, which was held on February 23 and 24, included team
members from Newfoundland, Manitoba, and Ontario - a total of 58 active participants.
Scott Medhurst opened the meeting, reflecting on unique challenges associated with 2020 and
Battlefield’s success within the 22+U plan despite significant challenges related to the pandemic. Scott
further shared team results and growth strategies for TIL’s equipment group and Cimco. Together We
Are Stronger! Colin Goheen, Alan Fyfe, and corporate managers participated and lead the team
through training and awareness sessions. In addition, Crestcom International facilitated training on
effective communication, problem solving, emotional intelligence, creating a culture of accountability,

change management, and authentic leadership. Morneau Shepell also joined and completed a mental
health workshop, helping team members understand and recognize signs associated with mental
health problems. He also shared leadership techniques to support employees, and offered supportive
coaching techniques to help build employee resilience.
Toromont’s I.T. department and Emily Graham helped provide support both before and during the
event, as we navigated largely uncharted virtual waters. A BIG thanks to them!
The 2-day Virtual Leadership Summit was a success due to the participation of both the service and
branch managers as well as the support staff and corporate partners. A job well done!

Battlefield Terrebonne’s 1st Anniversary!
Stéphane Coutu
Branch Manager
Battlefield, Terrebonne

Battlefield Terrebonne branch (photo from Annie Hudson, driver).

The Battlefield Terrebonne branch celebrated its first year of operations on February 17, 2021. It was
quite the challenge, given that operations started just a few days before lockdown. But despite the
challenges, the branch now boasts new clientele in Lanaudière. We are very proud of the team’s work.
Everyone rolled up their sleeves to get through the COVID crisis and find a way to become the supplier
of choice for several businesses in the region.
Congratulations to the entire team for your hard work and dedication!

Never Give Up!
Allison Deveau
Customer Experience Leader
Fredericton, NB

Roger Duguay, Account Manager, Fredericton, NB.

Roger Duguay, Account Manager, and the Sales team in Fredericton, NB, are celebrating a big win with
a monumental breakthrough!! Our largest conquest customer in New Brunswick, who only purchased
Deere equipment because of his sentiment toward Cat, recently signed a deal for a D5 with 3D and a
349 - both with full CVA’s.
The team has been working hard to win this customer’s trust and business for years, and Roger was
finally able to do that. While Roger is very modest, he deserves recognition and a big congratulations
for his efforts! The customer noticed and appreciated the effort we put into working with him and the
clear information we provided. He likes working with Roger, and said what we have done with him is
nothing short of monumental.
Thank you, Roger, for the time and energy you put into winning this conquest customer. It finally paid
off!
The moral of the story… never give up!

Live More and Worry Less With Group Insurance
that is Designed Exclusively For You.

As an employee of Toromont Industries Ltd., you get access to customized home and auto
insurance as well to as licensed advisors who will tailor your coverage to your specific needs. That
means you can spend less time stressing over insurance, and more time focusing on the moments that
really matter.
Here’s how The Personal has your back:
 Home and auto coverage tailored to you – so you can live with less worry.
 Exclusive group rates not available to the public – so you can save more.
 Preferred service – including 24/7 claims support and so much more.
Plus, we’re with you whenever you need us with:
Online Services
 View and manage your insurance policy documents.
 Update your address and payment information, or add a driver.
 File a claim, and more.

The Personal App
 Access your online services account quickly and easily, even when on the go.
 Take advantage of Radar™, our free prevention program that can help track severe weather.
Plus, bundle your home and auto insurance with us to save even more on top of
your group rates.

We’ve got your back. Get a quote today.
1-888-476-8737
thepersonal.com/toromont

The Personal refers to The Personal Insurance Company. Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply. Savings
and discounts are subject to eligibility conditions and may vary by jurisdiction. Rates and discounts are subject to change
without notice. The terms and conditions of the coverages described are set out in the insurance policy, which always prevails.
Auto insurance is not available in MB, SK and BC due to government-run plans.
TM Radar

is a trademark of Desjardins General Insurance Group Inc., used under license.

First name

Last name

Years of
service

Title

Location/Division

Sean
Paul
Anne
Donald
Mark

Allen
Bailey
Crowell
Hay
Bain

38
33
32
26
31

Fredericton
St. John's
Dartmouth
Charlottetown
Fredericton

Christopher

Chiasson

28

Paul

Bussard

27

Chris

Berkvens

22

Carl

Marinelli

22

Rick

Dubue

21

Sylvie
Yvon

André
Bolduc

30
20

Technician
Parts Supervisor
Pricing Specialist
Machine Sales Rep
Field Technician
Fleet Maintenance
Administrator
Parts Coordinator,
MAK
Field Technician
Business
Development
Manager, MAK
Product Support
Manager
Maintenance Clerk
Warehouse Clerk

Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Fredericton
Construction/Tractor
Construction/Tractor

An Oldie but a Goodie: Deviled Eggs!

Ingredients
6 hard-cooked eggs, peeled
1/4 cup (60 ml) mayonnaise
1/2 tsp (2 ml) Ground Mustard
Salt & pepper to taste
Instructions




Slice eggs in half lengthwise. Remove yolks; place in a small bowl. Mash yolks with a fork or
blend with a stick blender.
Stir in mayonnaise, mustard and seasoned, mix until smooth and creamy. Spoon or pipe yolk
mixture into egg white halves. Sprinkle with fresh herb or paprika.
Refrigerate 1 hour or until ready to serve.

To change things up a bit:






Make a Cesar version by substituting the mayo for creamy Caesar vinaigrette and garnish with
Parmesan shavings and bacon crumbs
Like it spicy? Add some hot sauce to the mix and top with crispy fried onions.
More in the mood for something healthy: make a green goddess version by adding loads of
fresh parley, chive and coriander and a touch of lemon juice and garnish with fresh pea shoots.
Make it vibrant and fun by adding a pureed marinated beet to the mix with a pinch of grounded
coriander seed and garnish with fresh parsley.
Or, let your creativity flow and create your own!

Have fun and bon appétit!

TO / À : Pascal Jodoin & Mathieu Legault
FROM / DE : Candiac, QC
DATE : 27 janvier/Jan. 27, 2021
DETAILS /
DÉTAILS :

Recently shared:
"I contacted Pascal and Mathieu to make the appointment beforehand, which was a
service call for maintenance. Being a technician myself, we speak the same technical
language and understand each other. Pascal and Mathieu are very knowledgeable, a
great team and they work well together. "
Récemment partagé :
« J'ai contacté Pascal et Mathieu pour prendre rendez-vous pour un service
d'entretien. Nous parlons le même langage technique et nous nous comprenons bien
car je suis moi-même technicien. Pascal et Mathieu sont très compétents. Ils forment
une équipe formidable et ils travaillent bien ensemble ».

TRAVAIL INTELLIGENT. TRAVAIL SÉCURITAIRE. WORK SMART. WORK SAFE.

